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Abstract—The paper describes automatic summarization of the XML documents in Croatian language. The goal of the summarizer is to generate extracts with high percent of extract-worthiness and similarity to the author’s abstract. Our research shows that extracts generated using our algorithm are well formed, but it also shows that algorithm is very domain dependant. The results of the evaluation process proved that the technique of implementing the Porter’s stemming algorithm in order to improve the text summarization for Croatian language significantly improves the text summarization for Croatian language.

The research brought us to conclusion that we should develop the implementation of the Porter’s stemming algorithm in order to improve the text summarization for Croatian language, which is currently at an early stage of development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of automatic summarization is to take an information source, extract content from it, and present the most important content to the user in a condensed form and in a manner sensitive to the user’s or application’s needs.

Given a document, text summarization is concerned with the generation of a shorter version which preserves the meaning of the original text.

Automatic text summarization has been under development for many years, and there has recently been much more interests in it due to the increased use of Internet. For example, this technique can be used to summarize news to SMS or WAP-format for mobile phone, or to let a computer synthetically read the summarized text because the written text could be too long and tedious to listen to.

Also, summarization can be used in search engines in order to present compressed descriptions of the search results or in keyword directed news subscriptions of news which are summarized and sent to the user.

Finally, it can be used for searching in foreign languages in order to obtain an automatically translated summary of the automatically summarized text.

The word summary is used in a variety of contexts: depending on the input, one can have single or multiple-document summaries, while depending on the output one can have extract or abstract-like summaries.

So, one of the goals of the automatic text summarization is to automatically generate extracts by selecting salient sentences from the original text.

An extract is therefore a summary consisting entirely of the material copied from the input, but the sentences selected are those sentences of a text that are the most representative of pertinent information. The success of such summarization system relies on the use of appropriate features to select the salient sentences.

It is a custom to speak of an extract of n% condensation of input text. More precisely, n% of the input’s words may appear in the extract, or n% of the input’s sentences may appear in the extract, or even n% of the input paragraphs may appear in the extract.

Extract is therefore a summary extracted from the original text on a statistical basis or by using heuristic methods or a combination of both. The extracted parts are not syntactically or content wise altered, but are the most representative of relevant information.

Abstracts, on the other hand, represent the interpretation of the original text, where the process of producing it involves rewriting the original text in a shorter version by replacing wordy concepts with shorter ones. Implementation of abstract methods requires symbolic world knowledge which is too difficult to acquire on a large enough scale to provide a robust summarization.

Unlike an extract, an abstract is a summary which rephrases content coherently and also contains at least some of the material that is not present in the input. In general, abstracts offer the possibility of higher degrees of condensation: a short abstract may offer more information than a longer extract.

Furthermore, depending on the usage, a summary can be indicative or informative. An indicative summary can provide only an indication of the main topics in the input text. Thus, an indicative abstract aims at helping the user to decide whether to read the information source, or not. By contrast, an informative abstract covers all the salient information in the source at some level of detail, i.e., it can reflect to a certain extent the semantic content of the input text as well.

Also, depending on the purpose, a summary can be generic, i.e., it can reflect the author’s point of view with respect to all important topics in the input text, or it can be query oriented...
Finally, one can distinguish academic approaches to the process of summarization from the commercial ones. The most popular commercial summarizers are Copernic (http://www.copernic.com/index.html), Sinope (http://www.sinope.nl/en/sinope/index.html) and AutoSummarize, embedded as a part of Microsoft Word. Copernic produces summary reports for text contents by processing documents, web pages, hyperlinks, e-mail messages and files. Sinope generates summaries of arbitrary texts, including web pages, by integrating with Microsoft Internet Explorer. AutoSummarize allows summarization of Word documents, but does not allow any structural analysis.

On the other hand, there are academic approaches that try to find the solution to the problem of document summarization from a theoretical point of view as well as practical approaches that focus on the specific applications. Theoretic approaches are distinguished as statistical [13,15], analytical [8,4], information retrieval [1,3] and information fusion [2] approach. Practical approaches relate to baseball program summaries [20], clinical data visualization [18] and web browsing on handheld devices [17].

Our approach to document summarization is an academic approach and the summaries generated by our algorithm are all extracts that aim to give the clue about the main topics in the article, but also to extract the most relevant information from the article.

II. THE SYSTEM FOR XML DOCUMENT SUMMARIZATION

Summarization system can have a lot of different parameters, such as: compression rate (summary length vs. source length), audience (user focused vs. generic), relation to source (extract vs. abstract), function (indicative vs. informative), coherence (coherent vs. incoherent), span (single- vs. multi- document summarization), language (monolingual, multilingual or cross-lingual), genre (special strategies for different varieties of text), media (type of media or their combination in input/output) and linguistics space that includes dimensions such as level of language processing (morphological, syntactical, etc.) or position (of the word or sentence in the text). In any given application, the importance of these parameters is different and also it is unlikely that any summarizer can handle all of them.

In this paper, extracts can be viewed as a kind of indicative summary which helps readers to judge the relevance of the associated document and decide whether or not the full text is worth reading.

However, extracts which are a collection of sentences from the original text, have a number of drawbacks. The selected sentences lack cohesion when they contain the anaphoric reference or the topic shifts. When a sentence is selected out of the context of its neighbouring sentences, it may be difficult for the readers to determine the references of the anaphora.

Also, a research done by Endres-Niggemeyer [12] show that people prefer extractive summaries instead of abstractive summaries and selection based approach is still the dominant approach in practice.

Many different approaches have been proposed for text summarization.

Luhn [14] utilized word-frequency-based rules to identify sentences for summaries, based on the intuition that the most frequent words represent the most important concepts of the text.

Edmundson [11] incorporated new features such as cue phrases, title/heading words, and sentence location into the summarization process, in addition to word frequency. The ideas behind these older approaches are still used in modern text extraction research.

In this paper, we describe the summarization of the scientific papers, since in the scientific literature words are mostly unambiguous.

The important words are repeated throughout the text and therefore most of the relevant information should be included in the extract, which is a kind of indicative summary that helps readers to judge the relevance of the associated document and decide whether or not the full text is worth reading.

Although sentences in extracts may lack cohesion if they contain the anaphoric reference or the topic shifts, these problems can be solved through post-processing. Extracts proved to be very useful for people to form an opinion of the context of the original scientific paper.

A. Program Overview

Our summarization system is fairly linear and it consist of ten sections.

The first section checks the program arguments, while the second one extracts sentences from XML file.

In the third section, we implemented the extract generating methodology that includes ranking sentences for a given text by assigning weighted scores based on both the statistical and some linguistic features in the text. In other words, the third section weights each sentence according to the given rules.

The statistical features used were those that are proved to be efficient in the standard monolingual retrieval techniques. So, the approach to text summarization described in this paper allows generic summaries by scoring sentences with respect to both statistical and linguistic features.

This means that extracts are obtained by selecting sentences in the original text [7]. Sentence selection is achieved in two steps. Firstly, each sentence in the text is assigned a score using statistical features to yield a salience function for sentence selection. Secondly, all the sentences are ranked and a predefined number of these top-scoring sentences forms an extract.

Statistical features for weighting sentences used in the first step of the third section include: sentence location and tfidf words, while the linguistic features pertain to lemmatization wordform process.

Sentence location feature is based on the hypothesis that sentences occurring after the titles should be relevant and that topic sentences tend to occur at the beginning of a text and a new paragraph.
Therefore, each sentence in the first step of the third section is weighted according to the following location criteria:

- beginning of the paragraph
- end of the paragraph
- title
- heading

Titles and headings are considered to be of infinite weight. As a result they will always be chosen first. Their weight is defined as a large number and that makes impossible for some other sentence to accumulate enough weight to print first.

In the second step of the third section, in order to find and count the tfidf words, we collected a list of stop words for Croatian as well as a list of irrelevant document words, taking into account that too low or too high frequency words are mostly insignificant for extracts.

We used Luhn’s method [14], which claims that important sentences contain words that occur “somewhat” frequently. Frequency of word occurrence in an article seems to be a useful measurement of word significance so the method increases sentence score for each “somewhat” frequent word.

Basically, a sentence vector is calculated using significant word frequency for all the sentences of the document.

The significance factor calculated for every sentence of a document reflects the number of occurrences of significant words within a sentence and the whole document.

The equation (1) calculates the \( w_{ik} \) which is the weight of the \( k \)-th word in the sentence \( i \), calculated by multiplying the word frequency with the IDF, that is \( \log \frac{N}{n} \) (\( N \) is the number of sentences in the document, whereas \( n \) is the number of the sentences the word appears in).

\[
    w_{ik} = f_{ik} \cdot \log \left( \frac{N}{n} \right)
\]

The similarity of the sentences is calculated according to the equation (2) and sentences are ordered in a summary according to their ranking.

\[
    S(S_i, S_j) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{t} w_{ik} w_{jk}}{\sqrt{\left( \sum_{k=1}^{t} (w_{ik})^2 \right) \cdot \left( \sum_{k=1}^{t} (w_{jk})^2 \right)}} 
\]

In the equation (2) \( S \) is similarity measure, \( S_i \) is \( i \)-th sentence in the text, and \( S_j \) is \( j \)-th sentence in the text, \( w_{ik} \) is weight of the \( k \)-th word in the sentence \( i \), \( w_{jk} \) is weight of the \( k \)-th word in the sentence \( j \), and \( t \) is the total number of key words in the text.

The algorithm gives a score to each sentence in a text, using the term count method which is based on the inverse sentence frequency list. It assumes that the subject of the article is the list of ideas that are mostly discussed in the article.

Furthermore, in the fourth section the whole article is scanned once and a hash frequency table of all words is created (i.e. all the words and their occurrence in a text are stored in this table).

After the creation of the hash frequency table, in the fifth section, all stop words and irrelevant words are being removed from the frequency table (i.e. subtracted from the article wordlist).

Stop words and irrelevant words are removed from the table by comparing the list of words in the hash frequency table with the list of stop words.

Stop words in Croatian are grammatical words like prepositions (\( u, na o, po \)), conjunctions (\( i, ali \)), some adverbs (\( kako, tako \)), pronouns (\( ja, ti, on \)) with all of the case forms (\( meni, njoj \)), auxiliary verbs (\( bitti, hijeti \)) and modal verbs (\( moci, smjeti \)) with all of their forms in all verb tenses.

All of the stop words are extracted from the Lexical Database of the Croatian Language [5] automatically.

The list of the irrelevant words (which are in fact words too common for the particular scientific field and because of their high frequency affecting negatively the relevance of a sentence) was generated as well, selecting all of the words in a database assigned as personal nouns and numbers and analyzing them in a semi-automatic way.

In the sixth section, the article wordlist is sorted, and top words (the top percentage of most frequent words that left over) are assumed to be what the article talks about and they are extracted, while the sentences are weighted again according to the given rules.

The idea behind this approach is that the important ideas in a scientific article are described with various but similar words, while redundant information is presented with terms that are less technical and are not related to the main subject of the article. In other words, our hypothesis is that if greatest number of tfidf words are found closest together, the probability that the representative information is given is very high.

So, following this main idea, the issue for text summarization in Croatian is whether to apply the sentence scoring with respect to linguistic features (apart from above described statistical features) as well, since the lemmatization process as a factor of the system successfulness still needs to be proved.

In the seventh section, we decided to assign the weighted scores to the words in the article wordlist from the previous section, based on the linguistic features.

Since Croatian is a highly inflected language, there is a problem of counting different wordforms that belong to the same lemma (basic form). In order to determine the new list of tfidf words, we used the Lexical Database of the Croatian Language [5] that supports the semi-automatic generation of the basic form (or forms) for a given word from a text and analysis of all the wordforms.

The problem of missing word as well as the word disambiguation problem was resolved manually and by looking up the context of a given word.

Also, some wordforms are additionally lemmatized regarding word formation suffixes (e.g. verbal noun, participle and past participle are assigned to the same basic wordform).

The preliminary text corpus used for producing extract summaries comprises of scientific papers taken from the Croatian Scientific Bibliography database [9], where all the
scientific papers include the manually written author’s abstracts.

In the eight section, all the sentences (apart from title and header) are weighted once more according to the following rules:

- title word
- header word
- tfidf words - keywords

Title words are given higher values than tfidf and header words, as these are normally what the text is about, similarly for heading words and tfidf words-keywords.

Only a certain percentage of the tfidf words in the text is used as the set of keywords. This percentage is set manually for heading words and tfidf words-keywords.

For the purpose of this experiment, we manually analyzed the abstracts of the scientific papers from the Croatian Scientific Bibliography database and looked for the cue phrases such as “in this paper” and “we conclude” in Croatian. We then compared them to the original author papers and looked for the same cue phrases there. The list of the cue phrases we collected is given in Table 1.

Unfortunately, we discovered that authors tend to use a huge variety of the cue phrases and it is hard to say which of them have a common use along the corpus since the frequency count was very low.

Frequency based methods are, as we realized, not that effective in Croatian, because they can not identify low-frequency cue phrases, which we found to be of high relevance in text summarization for Croatian.

Therefore, we investigated the possibility of exploiting co-occurrence method rather than frequency.

Co-occurrence method is based on the observation that cue phrases and tfidf words - keywords appear in the same sentences.

This combined method [10] definitely outperforms the frequency-based method, which is proved by those experiments on the papers from the Croatian Scientific Bibliography [9].

Also, we looked for the bonus words, such as “Significant” or “Greatest” [16], which positively affect the relevance of a sentence and also for the stigma words, such as “Impossible” or “Hardly”, which affect the relevance of a sentence negatively.

Then, if the sentence contains cue phrase and bonus phrase as well, we add a score to the sentence, or we penalize it if it contains a stigma phrase.

Finally, in the tenth section, the top percentage of sentences (as specified by user) are sent to the XML parser that outputs sentences from the original source file to preserve capitalization and punctuation lost in the weighting calculations. This simple parser is by no means perfect, it ignores most tags, but for the preliminary research it achieved fine results.

So, in this program each sentence is basically given a grade based on the word weight in it together with the location criteria and the use of cue phrases and stigma/bonus words. In order to produce 20% summary, 20% sentences with highest grade are extracted and printed. The highest weighing sentences are included in the extract.

B. Problems/Difficulties

The program obviously has limitations. The sentences chosen could be further rectified with more cue phrases or additional stigma/bonus words, which would just require finding them manually.

Although this approach works well, it can be very domain dependant (e.g. scientific research papers differ quite a lot from newspaper articles, so a stigma word relevant to one may not reflect in the other).
Also, deciding on the weighting to give each statistical location rule is difficult and much more testing would produce better values.

After the preliminary testing, the highest weight is assigned to title and headers; it is followed by weight for cue phrases; in the third place are title, header and bonus words which are assigned similar weights, tfidf word is allocated half of the header word weight, while beginning of paragraph and end of paragraph have double weight of the header word.

The length of a sentence seems to be important, as some sentences are obviously longer than other and naturally more likely to have more keywords than some smaller sentence. On the other hand, a long sentence hopefully contains more information than a short one, but not always.

III. DOCUMENT PRE-PROCESSING

The aim of the system for XML Document Summarization in Croatian is to design a summarizer that not only processes traditional "flat" documents, which are primarily textual documents with no structure, but also to process complex structured documents by retaining the structure.

Documents can therefore be categorized into two classes, structured and non-structured.

Structured documents have a well-defined hierarchical structure, such as titles and sections clearly marked with single or multiple level headings. There are also other attributes that create hierarchy, such as distinctive colour, underlines, boldness.

A non-structured document (a "flat" document) has no attributes. This type of document usually has a title, but after that the content is not organized in any structured fashion.

Since XML is a standard textual markup language suitable for encoding almost any sort of data and since it works very well for both unstructured narrative data written by people and for the record-oriented data common in computer applications, we have chosen to design a summarizer for XML documents.

An XML document is made up of nested elements. Each element has a name, a set of attributes and some content. The content can include plain text and/or other elements. The attributes are name value pairs associated with the element. Each document has a single topmost element called the root or document element. Since all non-root elements nest completely inside other elements, an XML document has a natural tree structure. Besides elements and text nodes, XML documents can also contain comments, processing instructions, an XML declaration, and a document type declaration.

Syntactically elements are delimited by tags that look like <Title>, </Title>, and <Title/>. <Title> is a start-tag that must be matched by the corresponding end-tag </Title>. The content of the Title element comes in-between these two tags. <Title/> is an empty-element tag that represents a Title element with no content. Attributes are indicated by name="value" pairs inside start-tags and empty-element tags.

Every XML document must be well-formed. Among other things this means, every start-tag must have a matching end-tag, every attribute value must be quoted, and only certain characters can be used in element names. If a document is not well-formed, it is not an XML document; and XML parsers will not accept it.

All the scientific papers taken from the Croatian Scientific Bibliography [9] were in the Microsoft Word format.

In order to be able to process the structured document instead of the flat one and to test our XML summarizer, we implemented the Visual Basic macro program that removes footnotes and automatically denotes paragraph beginning and paragraph end with the XML tag in the first step of pre-processing. Paragraph mark is replaced with paragraph tag: &lt;P&gt; for beginning of the paragraph and &lt;P&gt; for paragraph end.

Also, Microsoft Word styles (combination of formatting characteristics, such as font, font size, and indentation, that are automatically named and stored as a set) for Title and Headers (Header 1 to Header 9) were replaced with corresponding XML tag &lt;TITLE&gt;, &lt;HEADERID=1&gt;, &lt;HEADERID=2&gt;...etc.

Furthermore, all sentences are marked with XML tag for sentence. Sentence ID increases for each new sentence.

Beginning of the sentence in our program is defined with the capital letter that follows white space and stop/question/exclamation mark or with the manual line break mark that follows stop/question/exclamation mark. (Question mark and exclamation mark can appear at the end of sentence, but it is not so likely in the scientific papers.)

One of the problems is that abbreviations or years can sometimes be misinterpreted as a sentence end.

Therefore, we have to replace all the abbreviations with the full words if the abbreviation does not represent a real sentence end.

Also, if the year ends with stop mark (e.g. 1960.), the stop mark is removed if it does not represent a real sentence end. Dictionary of abbreviations is taken from the PhD thesis Theory and rules of automatic text segmentation in Croatian language [6] and it contains 467 abbreviations.

Although most of the abbreviations were replaced correctly, we still encountered some problems that could be sorted only by further processing (e.g. dr. represents both doktor and drugo).

The other problem is errors the authors made in the original paper: double white space before stop mark, inconsistent citations, unsystematic notation of quotations, etc. Unfortunately, this problem can only be solved manually.

After the title, headers, paragraph and sentences are clearly marked with XML tags, another Visual Basic macro program replaces characters š, č, d, ž and š with cx, cy, dy, zx and sx. This step is performed because Perl module that extracts sentences in summary at this moment does not support Unicode.

After the extracts are acquired, Visual Basic macro program returns the original characters to the text of the extract. Furthermore, the list of the stop words: grammatical words like prepositions (u, na o, po), conjunctions (i, ali), adverbs (kako, tako), pronouns (ja, ti, on) with all of the case forms (meni, njoj), auxiliary verbs (biti, htjeti) and modal verbs (moći, smjeti) with all of their forms in all verb tenses was extracted from the Lexical Database of the Croatian Language [6] automatically.
Also, the list of the irrelevant words was generated as well, selecting all of the words in a database assigned as personal nouns and numbers and analyzing them in a semi-automatic way.

Finally, extract summaries were compared to the authors' hand written summaries (summary length in words is narrowly distributed around 150-200 words per summary, or approximately four to six sentences). The results obtained are given in the next section.

The weight of a sentence in the sixth experiment is obtained using the tfidf word-keyword weights, irrelevant words and stop words only. The important thing for the tfidf word-keyword weights is that both the statistical and linguistic features are taken into account.

The seventh experiment combines title, location and header weights to calculate the weight of a sentence and it also removes stop words, but no irrelevant words are removed and only statistical features for the tfidf word-keyword weights are taken into account.

The eight experiment uses only statistical features for the tfidf word-keyword weights and stop words removal to obtain the sentence weight. No irrelevant words are removed.

The ninth experiment uses weights obtained by combining both linguistic and statistical features for the tfidf word-keyword weights, title, location and header weights and it also removes stop words to get the sentence weight. No irrelevant words are removed.

The tenth experiment uses only linguistic features for the tfidf word-keyword weights, irrelevant words and stop words removal to obtain the sentence weight. No irrelevant words are removed.

The eleven experiment uses only statistical features for the tfidf word-keyword weights, irrelevant words and stop words removal to obtain the sentence weight. No irrelevant words are removed.

The last experiment combines title, location and header weights to calculate the weight of a sentence and it also removes irrelevant words and stop words, but only statistical features for the tfidf word-keyword weights are taken into account.

The preliminary results with extracts that differ in length and combination of features were obtained.

The extracts obtained in the first, sixth, seventh and the last experiment with the same compression ratio are equal. The reason for this is that words that are part of the titles also appear to be the words with the highest tfidf and since the compression was very high, the location method has no influence here.

Also, linguistic features for the tfidf word-keywords seem to play no role in the sentence weighting, but the list of the irrelevant words appears to be the distinguishing factor.

This is proved by the extracts obtained in the seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth experiment, which all appear to be equal.

Furthermore, comparing the extracts of different size and different combination of weights in these twelve experiments, we found out that 2 out of 9 extracts had the best retention ration and were the most similar to the author abstract in the third experiment.

The other seven extracts achieved the best retention ration in the fourth and fifth experiment (actually, results were equal in the 4th and 5th experiment), although 2 out of these 7 extracts had very bad results in third experiment.

Furthermore, two out of nine extracts had a good retention ratio, but not a single sentence from the extract was included in the author’s abstract. The reason for this is that sentences in the author’s abstract were not contained in the body of the article.

Also, authors were writing abstracts using the phrases such as: author claims, author describes, author explains, that are
obviously impossible to be found in the body of the article written by that author.

### TABLE II

**PERCENTAGE OF SIMILARITY BETWEEN EXTRACTS OBTAINED IN THE EXPERIMENTS AND AUTHOR’S ORIGINAL ABSTRACT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author’s Abstract</th>
<th>Extract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abstract 7</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract 4</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract 5</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract 1</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract 2</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract 9</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract 3</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract 6</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract 8</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to avoid this situation, it would be wise to give authors clear instructions before they start writing their abstracts.

Hence, we can conclude that all those extracts and abstracts contain the same significant terms and present the most important content, in spite the fact that they consist of different sentences.

Analyzing the obtained extracts, following characteristics were identified:

- Summary length is definitely dependent of document length (summary length of a document that contains 3366 words is 213 words or approximately four sentences where the summary percentage is 9% of the summary. On the other hand, summary length of a document that contains 5478 words is 405 words or approximately 17 sentences.)
- Extract summaries generated using the title, location, header and cue phrase weights (stop words are eliminated) are different from extract summaries that use the same weights, but also the weight for bonus/stigma words
- Extract summaries generated by removing the stop words and irrelevant words and using only the statistical features for the tf-idf word - keyword weights are different from extract summaries generated on the same base, but without removal of the irrelevant words
- Extract summaries generated using only the linguistic features for the tf-idf word - keyword weights are not different from extract summaries that are generated using only the statistical features for the tf-idf word - keyword weights
- Extract summaries where stop words are eliminated differ very much from extract summaries that still contain stop words, actually, they have much higher retention ratio than the latter summaries
- Extracts which summarize the article down to 1-5% appear to be too short to be compared to the authors’ abstracts (their size is half of the size of the author’s abstract on average), although the extract worthiness is quite high because they consist of title and headers

Results are expressed as the document vector similarity between an abstract and an extract document.

Nearness between author’s abstract and extract obtained by our summarizer is calculated in three steps: list of words is created for each document, word lists are merged together, stop words are removed, the lemmatization is performed and words that are common are extracted in the output.

Finally, nearness (document similarity) is expressed as the fraction, which has number of word common to document pairs as numerator and number of words in the shorter of the two documents in the pair as denominator.

The interesting fact is that although 2% extracts obtained by the algorithm that removes stop words and irrelevant words contain different sentences than the 2% extracts obtained by the algorithm that removes stop words only, they both achieved almost the same percentage of similarity with the authors’ abstracts.

Hence, we can conclude that those extracts contain the same significant terms and present the most important content, in spite the fact that they consist of different sentences.

The similarity percentage between extracts and abstracts are presented in Table 2.

Another evaluation criterion was extract-worthiness or retention ratio.

Results obtained for both the high percentage extracts (10-15%) and the low percentage extracts (5-8%) show that over 90% of the sentences selected are extract-worthy; in other words, extract-worthiness does not get lower with the higher compression ratio, as one may suspect.

Also, 1% and 2% extracts contain only the title of the document, while extracts in the range of 2-5% include title and headers as well.

### V. CONCLUSION

One of the goals of the automatic text summarization is to automatically generate extracts by selecting salient sentences from the original text.

An extract is therefore a summary consisting entirely of the material copied from the input, but the sentences selected are those sentences of a text that are the most representative of pertinent information.

The aim of the CROXMLSUM – system for XML Document Summarization in Croatian is to take an scientific paper in Croatian as the input and to generate an extract with the high retention ratio and about the same size as the author’s abstract, if the author’s original abstract is available for comparison.

Extracts are obtained by selecting sentences in the original text. Sentence selection is achieved in two steps.

Firstly, each sentence in the text is assigned a score using some features to yield a salience function for sentence selection. Secondly, sentences are ordered in a summary according to their ranking and a predefined number of highest weighing sentences are included in the extract.
We believe that the key facts in a scientific paper are expressed with a range of related words, while redundant information is presented with terms that are not related to the main subject given in the title or the header of the article.

Also, the cue phrases are considered as very useful indicators for locating important sentences which contain material central to the theme of the text.

Unfortunately, we discovered that the authors in Croatian tend to use a huge variety of the cue phrases and it is hard to say which of them have common use along the corpus. Frequency based methods are therefore not effective in Croatian, because they can not identify low-frequency cue phrases, which we found to be of high relevance in the text summarization for Croatian.

Apart from cue phrases, we also looked for the bonus words which positively affect the relevance of a sentence and for the stigma words which affect the relevance of a sentence negatively. Then, if the sentence contained cue phrase and bonus phrase as well, we added a score to the sentence, or we penalized it if it contains a stigma phrase.

We found out that the summary length is definitely dependent of document length.

We also found out that extract summaries where stop words are eliminated differ very much from extract summaries that still contain stop words, actually, they have much higher retention ratio than the latter summaries.

Also, the extract summaries generated using the title, location, header and cue phrase weights (stop words are eliminated) are different from extract summaries that use the same weights, but also the weight for bonus/stigma words, but the retention ratio is not that different.

That means that the system does perform better when using both the cue phrases or bonus/stigma words, but not significantly better.

Finally, extracts which summarize the article down to 1-5% still appear to have the quite high worthiness.

Since the cue phrases proved to be important part of the summarization process, the aim of the future work is to consider the development of the automatic techniques for identifying cue phrases from training corpus for the purpose of the text summarization.

In order to improve our system we plan to keep track of some visual presentation details in the original article, such as font size of words. Words in a larger or bolder font could be weighted higher than other words.

Also, since we concluded that the lemmatization process does not influence the system performance significantly, some in depth linguistic approach to lemmatization should be considered and implemented or some other linguistic features should be taken into account.

Therefore, in order to improve the current system, we plan to implement the Porter’s stemming algorithm for Croatian language.

Up to this point, we have tested the Perl implementation of the Porter's algorithm for English language.

The Porter stemming algorithm (or ‘Porter stemmer’) is a process of removing the common morphological and inflexional endings from words in English. The algorithm was originally described in Porter M.F., 1980. An algorithm for suffix stripping, Program, 14(3):130-137.

We downloaded the Perl version of the algorithm from the official home page for distribution of the Porter Stemming Algorithm (http://www.tartarus.org/~martin/PorterStemmer) and implemented it into our summarizer.

We tested the Porter stemming algorithm on the English version of one article from the Croatian Scientific Bibliography database [9]. The extract obtained for English encourages us to implement the same algorithm for Croatian as well.

Finally, if the application of the Porter stemmer shows no improvement in the summarization, we are planning to use some linguistic technique that takes into account the contacts between the sentences.

Most probably, we will use the average lexical connectivity: method that compares the number of terms shared with other sentences. The underlying assumption is that a sentence sharing more terms with other sentences is more important. Those experiments will also be performed on the Croatian Scientific Bibliography.
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